Anthony Shelving

Gravity Flow & Standard Flat Shelving

Anthony Shelving
Anthony’s Gravity Flow Merchandiser (GFM), GFM Roll-A-Way,
and Gravity Flow Shelving (GFS) have been designed for easy
installation, lower labor costs and merchandising ﬂexablity.
1. Gravity Flow Shelving Systems - Allow the display and promotion of
products in any order. Fully adjustable shelves, lane dividers and front
product stops provide merchandise organization without using tools. The
systems accommodate a full range of product sizes, in any conﬁguration,
with products sliding forward for constant rotation.
2. GFM & GFS Roll-A-Way - Designed to ﬁt behind existing glass doors,
this shelving unit is deep and strong for merchandising plastic gallons,
cases, bottles and cans. The shelves may be arranged in a C-shape for
ease in loading and removal of products.
3. Gravity Flow - Gravity Flow shelving has expanded to include Retroﬁt
components, allowing standard Anthony shelving to be converted to Gravity
Flow shelving. These components remove the need to purchase entirely
new shelving.
4. Standard Flat Shelving - Flat shelving is standard with all Anthony door
models. It is strong, sturdy and easily installed without any special tools.

GFS (Gravity Flow Shelving)

GFM (Gravity Flow Merchandiser)

GFS w/”Grooved” Rollers

Basket Shelf w/Movable Dividers

Gravity Flow &
Standard Flat Shelving

Applications
Merchandise organization
Ease of shelf stocking
GFS (Gravity Flow Shelving)
Glide sheet provides easy clean up
Adjustable front stop
Allows self-fronting of products
Uses standard posts up to 86”
GFS w/”Grooved” Rollers
Heavy-duty rollers for heavy products
Automatic merchandising
Drip Pan & Floor Guard
Covers up unsightly stains
Removable for easy clean up
Easy to clean
GFM (Gravity Flow Merchandiser)
Dividers included
Adjustable front stop
Depth from 43” up to 72”
Basket Shelf w/Movable Dividers
Adjustable to different lane widths for variety of products
Requires no tools
Ideal for loose items such as vegetables or novelties
Half Door Deli View
Adjustable hooks
Different basket sizes available
Milk Mover
Adjustable shelves & front product stop for varied merchandise size

Easy merchandising
Standard Flat Shelving
Ease of installation and repositioning
27” deep
Load strength up to 200 lbs per shelf
Available in black or white
Epoxy coated
Decorative matching price tag molding
Adjustable post height
Custom length, depth and height shelves available upon request

Milk Mover

Half Door Deli View

Drip Pan

Gravity Flow

Roll-A-Way
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For more information, call 800-772-0900, visit www.anthonyintl.com or email sales@anthonyintl.com

Flat Shelving

